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“Our close

customer

partnerships,

along with our

deep community

ties, have

enabled Hanmi

to grow and

flourish over the

past four

decades and

position us

exceptionally

well for the next

40 years.”

A Message from

our Chief

Executive Officer

At Hanmi Financial Corporation, the parent company of Hanmi Bank, we

are celebrating our 40th Anniversary as a financial institution dedicated

to serving the communities in which we operate. Founded in 1982,

Hanmi Bank’s goal was initially to serve the underbanked, minority

immigrant community in Los Angeles.

Since we opened, our dedicated team has been helping our customers

capitalize on opportunities to bank on their dreams, as well as provide

assistance to help navigate challenging times—most recently the global

pandemic. Through it all, we have remained true to our mission and

values while supporting our communities through our network of 35 full-

service branches and eight loan production offices across nine states,

coast-to-coast.

We are a community bank that believes long-term corporate value is

derived by investing in the communities we serve. Our close customer

partnerships, along with our deep community ties, have enabled Hanmi

to grow and flourish over the past four decades and position us

exceptionally well for the next 40 years.

This Report does not purport to be comprehensive but reflects our

continued desire to provide some transparency into our efforts around

environmental, social and governance (“ESG”) issues. We believe our

commitment to doing what is right for our customers, employees,

stockholders, and our broader community will ensure that Hanmi is well-

positioned to continue sustainable growth into the future.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Lee

President and CEO

This Report should be read in conjunction with Hanmi’s 2021 Annual

Report on Form 10-K and the “Forward Looking Statements” and “Risk

Factors” sections, together with other company filings with the

Securities and Exchange Commission.
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The Hanmi

Story
Established in 1982 in Los Angeles, Hanmi Bank was originally founded to serve the underserved

immigrant community in Koreatown. From our humble beginnings as the first Korean-American bank,

Hanmi Bank has grown to embrace and support the dreams of all Americans. Today, we serve our

customers in diverse markets through our coast-to-coast network of branches and loan production

offices.

Our mission is to provide quality financial services to support your American dream. We pride ourselves

on being experts in business banking. As a trusted partner to small businesses and a supporter of strong

local communities, we have dedicated ourselves to helping small businesses grow and thrive for four

decades. Hanmi Bank offers a wide array of products and services to fit your needs, including SBA

Lending, Commercial Real Estate Lending, Equipment Leasing, Specialty Lending, Treasury Management

Services and much more. From 24/7 mobile business banking to personalized, relationship-based

service, Hanmi is with you every step of the way.

- Launch of Dream Scholarship

- Acquired & commenced Commercial

 Equipment Leasing Division (CELD)

1982

- First Korean American Bank in the U.S.

1988
- Began offering SBA loans

- Acquired First Global Bank

2001
- Listed HAFC Common Stock

2004
- Acquired Pacific Union Bank

2007
- Completed $70 million secondary

 common stock offering

2014

- Acquired Central Bancorp, Inc.

2016

2017
- Assets surpassed $5 billion

- Opened a Manhattan branch in NY

2020
- Launch of Corporate Korea Initiative

- Revitalization of Mortgage Lending
2018
- Opened Houston Chinatown branch in Texas
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OVERVIEW

Given that sustainability of the enterprise is a goal shared across our business, oversight rests with the

Boards of Directors (the “Board”) of Hanmi Financial Corporation and Hanmi Bank (collectively, the

“Company,” “Hanmi,” “we” or “our”). Hanmi believes that delivering value to our customers, investing in our

employees, and supporting our communities is the way to generate long-term value for our stockholders.

To that end, Hanmi began its ESG journey by focusing on a cross-functional approach to corporate

initiatives around sustainability.

VISION
To be the leading

nationwide community bank.

MISSION
Hanmi Bank will deliver

personalized, relationship-based

service founded on quality

financial products and services.

Hanmi is dedicated to helping our

customers reach higher financial

success, while supporting our local

communities to grow stronger.

VALUES
Integrity

Transparency

Fairness

Collaboration

The past two years highlighted many of the issues we, as responsible corporate citizens, should expect to

grapple with in the coming years. Hanmi persevered through the challenging times and supported our

customers while continuing to navigate the challenges of the ongoing global pandemic, political and social

volatility, and shifting economic dynamics.

Guided by our strategic growth plan, Hanmi expanded our product and service offerings, diversified our

loan and deposit portfolios, and worked closely with our customers to further strengthen our portfolio

and asset quality metrics. This resulted in strong financial results in 2021, including:

• Net income of $98.7 million, or $3.22 per diluted share, up from $42.2 million, or $1.38 per diluted

share, in 2020.

• Record loan production of $1.81 billion, a year-over-year increase of 12%, excluding $133.1 million

of second round Paycheck Protection Program (“PPP”) loans.

• Deposit growth of 9.7%, bringing total deposits to $5.79 billion as of year-end 2021.

We are now the second-largest Korean American bank with $6.9 billion in assets, serving multi-ethnic

communities through a network of 35 full-service branches and eight loan production offices across nine

states, coast-to-coast. Over the past few years, we have made meaningful investments in new products,

talent, and technology to accelerate our evolution into a leading community bank and to ensure we

meet our customers’ needs and expectations. As a well-capitalized bank with a strong financial profile

and a diversified business model, Hanmi is well positioned to serve a growing customer base by

deepening ties with existing customers while building new relationships across our markets and

business lines. Our continued commitment to create greater value for all of our stakeholders has allowed

Hanmi to grow with our customers and our communities for the past 40 years – and we will continue

that work for the next 40 years and beyond.

Hanmi aspires to be the bank of choice for all those seeking to achieve their dreams. We are challenging

ourselves to do more as we strive to achieve our vision of being the leading nationwide community bank.
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HIGHLIGHTS

67%
Female

Workforce

APPROX.

89%
Ethnically Diverse

Workforce

OVER

4,400
Paycheck Protection

Program Loans

Funded

60%
of Managers

are Female

88%
of Managers are

Ethnically Diverse

APPROX.

2,500
Loan Modifications

Requests Processed

During Pandemic

354
Hanmi Dream

Scholarships Awarded

since Program Launch

99%
Full-time

Employees*

56%
Workforce With

3+ Year Tenure

* Employment Categories Defined

• Regular Full-Time Employees: An employee who is regularly scheduled to work a minimum of thirty (30) hours per week.

• Regular Part-Time Employees: An employee who is regularly scheduled to work less than thirty (30) hours per week.

• Temporary Employees: An employee who is hired for a particular project or job or to cover unusual peaks in business as

a result of seasonal fluctuations, increased activity, and/or major events or projects, which temporarily increase the

activity of an office. These employees are typically short term and for a specified period of time, and are not eligible to

earn, accrue or participate in any Company benefits program, except as otherwise required by law.

AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

Bonnie Lee, named one of 500 Most Influential
People in Los Angeles by Los Angeles Business
Journal

Hanmi Bank named a Top-20 Performing Large
Community Bank by S&P Global Market
Intelligence

Bonnie Lee, Finalist in Public Company CEO
category for 2021 Los Angeles Times Leadership
Award

Vivian Kim, Finalist for 2021 Los Angeles Times In-
House Counsel Leadership Award
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SOCIAL

As a community bank, we are proud to work with our communities to build a stronger future for all of

our stakeholders.

Community Services

Hanmi is committed to and has a long history of supporting the communities in which we live and work.

Informed by employee engagement surveys, we have focused our community engagement and

employee volunteer efforts in five areas: Youth, Education, Health, Senior, and Community Development.

Though COVID-19 has impacted in-person activities, our employees historically participated in a variety

of educational efforts such as financial literacy, financial education for seniors, affordable housing

education, education for first-time homebuyers and working with various community non-profits.

Hanmi is further enhancing its commitment to the community by launching a volunteer recognition

program, providing our employees with rewards for participating in Community Reinvestment Act

volunteer activities. Over the past four years, Hanmi employees have spent almost 2,500 hours

volunteering for the community. In addition to service hours, Hanmi has also donated over $1.5 million in

the last four years to various organizations throughout our communities. Below is a sampling of non-

profit organizations Hanmi has supported in the past:

- American Friends of the Israel Philharmonic

- American Red Cross

- Asian American Coalition of Chicago

- Asian Americans Advancing Justice—Los Angeles

- Asians for Miracle Marrow Matches

- Asian Pacific American Heritage Month

- Asian Pacific Islander Small Business Program, Inc.

- Beverly Hospital Foundation

- California Council on Economic Education

- Center for Seniors

- Chicago Arirang Lions Club

- Chicago Bar Association

- Chicago Sister Cities International Program

- Children’s Hospital of Los Angeles

- Chinese American Association of Greater Chicago

- Circle of Friends

- Credit Coalition

- Distinguished Young Women

- Edison Chamber of Commerce

- Federation of Indian Society

- Feeding America

- Flushing Hospital Medical Center

- For the Troops

- Foundation Communities, Inc.

- Global Children Foundation

- Good Neighbors

- Hollywood Community Housing Corporation

- Home on the Green Pastures

- Honam Fellowship Association In Midwest, USA

- Houston Youth Kor Us

- Indo-American Center

- Indo-American Community Federation

- International Global Charities, Inc.

- Israel Philharmonic Orchestra

- Joint Chinese College Alumni Association of Houston

Scholarship

- Justice Speaks

- Korean American Community Center Of San Francisco & Bay

Area

- Korean American Family Services

- Korean Community Service Center of Greater Washington

- Korean Senior Citizens Association of Houston

- Koreatown Youth and Community Center

- LA Senior Welfare Association

- Los Angeles Youth Network

- Mentally Fit

- Naperville Park District

- New Economics for Women

- Neighborhood Market Association

- Northeast Community Federal Credit Union

- Overseas Korean Traders Association of Los Angeles

- One Heart Women’s Club

- Pacific Asian Consortium in Employment

- Pakistan American Council of Texas

- Pakistan Association of Greater Houston

- Puente Learning Center

- Rotary Club of Historic Filipinotown

- South Asian Network

- Southeast Asian Community Alliance

- Southern California Filipino Dental Society

- Strive Foundation

- Taste of Annandale

- Thomas House Shelter

- Union County Economic Development Corp

- US China Chamber of Commerce, Dallas

- Wheat Mission

- Zam’s Hope Community Resource Center
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Hanmi Bank Dream Scholarship

Launched in 2016, the Hanmi Bank Dream Scholarship for At-Risk Youth Program provides educational

support to at-risk youths to help them achieve their educational goals and future dreams. As a

community bank, we are committed to investing in the next generation. The scholarship provides

educational support to underprivileged students, regardless of past academic achievements. Unlike

scholarships based solely on academic merit, the Hanmi Bank Dream Scholarship is largely focused on

supporting foster youth and youth who have experienced life disruption due to unstable living situations

or domestic violence. Partnering with Korean American Family Services to administer the awards, the

scholarships range from $1,000 to $10,000 and are provided to qualified students depending on school

grade level and financial need. The program offers up to $150,000 in scholarships annually.

Since 2016, Hanmi has provided over $785,000 in scholarships, assisting 354 diverse students, from

elementary to college level, across 12 states.

Investment in Our Employees

Our core values of Integrity, Transparency, Fairness and

Collaboration are central to our belief that long-term corporate value

is derived by serving the best interests of all of our constituents. The

success of our business is dependent on our dedicated employees,

who not only strive to provide value to our customers but also

provide invaluable support to the communities that we serve. We

recognize that our employees are key to Hanmi’s success and we are

committed to building a workplace that attracts and retains high-

caliber talent.

15%
Workforce Promotions

Hanmi is focused on

the growth and development

of our talent. Through the

2021 Annual Review process,

we promoted 15% of our

workforce for their

commitment to excellence.

Equal Opportunity Employer

We strive to make Hanmi an inclusive, safe and healthy workplace, with opportunities for our employees

to grow and develop in their careers. We recruit the best people for the job regardless of gender,

ethnicity or other protected traits and it is our policy to fully comply with all laws applicable to

discrimination in the workplace. Employment decisions are made without regard to race, color, religion,

national or ethnic origin, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, age, disability, protected

veteran status or other characteristic protected by law.

607

7

Full-Time vs. Part-Time
Employees

Full Time 607

Part Time 7

# of EE # of EE
3.31.22

%

3+ Years 345 614 56%

5+ Years 250 614 41%

Tenure of Associates
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Training and Development

We have a robust learning and development program with

broad offerings to help employees achieve their career goals.

Through Hanmi Banking School, the Corporate Learning and

Development department offers a variety of programs to

empower employees with the knowledge and skills they need

to be successful and remain competitive. Hanmi offers in-house

training led by instructors or through interactive online

offerings to all employees. We also have partnerships with

Bankers’ Compliance Group and Western Bankers’ Association

to provide webinars and trainings. Employees can choose from

core workshops focused on a single concept or job skill,

leadership and professional development programming to

develop our emerging leaders, and regulatory compliance

trainings to ensure safe and sound banking practices. In

addition to internal training, we offer a tuition reimbursement

program where costs for certain relevant job training is offered

to eligible employees.

Our 12 week Management Leadership Program, based on

Franklin Covey’s critical practices, brings together mid-level

managers to help our emerging leaders succeed in the face of

change. At Hanmi, we understand that a company’s culture is

the greatest competitive advantage. Working with leaders at

every level, we seek to upskill our managers and help them

make significant impacts to productivity, engagement, and

other important metrics. Through our program, we are focusing

on teaching skills to improve communication, build trust and

deal with challenges. We currently have three cohorts active in

the program, which run twice a year.

In 2021, we launched the Hanmi Credit Trainee Program, which

brings qualified talent with no prior banking experience into a 12

month program with internal and Moody’s Analytics training

courses. The goal is to train the next generation of bankers and

continue to provide opportunities to develop talent in the

communities we serve. This annual program will enable Hanmi

to build a pool of upcoming talent and provide opportunities

for new bankers to gain valuable knowledge. Our trainees gain

hands-on experience by working alongside our credit teams

and participating in mock credit committee presentations. They

also have access to informal meetings with our executives and

presentations from a number of our back-office departments.

After the completion of the program, qualified trainees will have

the opportunity to be permanently placed within the

organization to continue their career with Hanmi.

Employee Engagement

Hanmi recognizes that employee engagement aids employee

satisfaction and our overall retention efforts. In 2021, we formed

a cross-functional Employee Engagement team focused on

providing opportunities to continue socializing and adding

some levity during the challenges of the pandemic.

Credit Trainee Program

“Being in the Credit Trainee Program has

been an amazing experience. Through

the program, not only did I learn a lot about

credit, but I also grew as a person. My

outlook on banking has changed, especially

after connecting with the

Hanmi Community. Words can’t express

how grateful I am for the opportunity, and I

would highly recommend this to anyone

who is interested in credit.” – Rachel Fong

“In just six months into the credit training

program I have learned so much more than

expected about the banking world in such a

short amount of time while also meeting

lifelong friends and mentors along the way. I

am very grateful for Hanmi Bank giving us

the tools necessary to build a foundation for

our future success!” – Daniel Massoudi

“The Hanmi Credit Trainee Program is a

great opportunity for those who are

interested in starting a career in Finance.

The program represents the corporate

culture and value of Hanmi. Hanmi Bank is

aggressive and innovative to invest and

prepare the next generation.” – Joy Kim

Management Leadership Program

“It was so refreshing to get into the

leadership training after the pandemic

challenging years. This training helped me

to sharpen my leadership skills and groom

future leaders in the bank.” – Ashfaq Syed,

Branch Manager

“The leadership program has given me the

tools to be a more effective manager and

be able to lead my team through positive

feedback. I can also explain the “why” and

“what” behind a task. I look forward to

many positive changes within the team as

this journey continues.” – Leslie Sherman,

Funding Supervisor

“The HMLP is truly impactful & inspirational!

I have learned so many powerful tools to

help manage challenging situations that

arise in the workplace. I highly recommend

this program to anyone who wants to

empower and motivate their team.”

–Maggie Holly, Credit & Operations Manager
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In the past year, our Employee Engagement team has organized a number of activities, including the

following:

• Raffle for BTS Concert Tickets

• Photo Raffles for various holidays

• Employee appreciation gifts and in-office events

• Employee donation matching campaign with Feeding America

Compensation and Benefits

As part of our compensation philosophy, we offer competitive salaries and employee benefits to attract

and retain superior talent. In 2018, we increased our hourly minimum wage to $15 per hour across the

organization. In addition to healthy base wages, we offer annual bonus opportunities, a company

matched 401(k) Plan, healthcare and insurance benefits, flexible spending accounts, wellness incentives,

long-term disability, paid time off, and employee assistance programs.

We recognize that the success of our business is fundamentally connected to the well-being of our

employees. We provide benefits that support their physical and mental health by providing tools and

resources to help them improve or maintain their health status; and that offer choice where possible so

they can customize their benefits to meet their needs. Our monthly medical rates for our employees are

very competitive, with employee contributions at about half the rate for the financial sector—according

to a survey from Arthur J. Gallagher & Co. In 2021, we also expanded available benefits offerings by

adding additional voluntary benefits for accident, critical illness and hospital indemnity.

Hanmi also continued an assortment of Wellness Efforts, including offering employee challenges to earn

rewards, on-site flu vaccinations, COVID vaccination raffles, and much more. In 2021, we issued a

Wellness Day to all employees to take a well-deserved break to rest, maintain overall health, and

connect with friends and family.

COVID-19 PANDEMIC RESPONSE

During the COVID-19 pandemic, Hanmi adjusted the way we operated our business, activating our

Business Continuity Plan and mobilizing an internal COVID Taskforce with interdisciplinary leadership.

The Board and Executive Management met regularly to review strategic decisions and other issues

related to the pandemic. Hanmi has continued to navigate the landscape of local, state and federal

guidance with no significant interruptions to our operations. We understand the risk of future

pandemics and will continue to learn and adapt, ensuring we can continue to serve our communities

with essential financial services.

Our continued priority throughout the pandemic has been to provide a safe and healthy environment

for our employees and customers. As part of our pandemic response, the COVID Taskforce diligently

monitored local, state and federal mandates as well as guidelines by the Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention and other public health authorities throughout our footprint to determine the best course of

action in each instance.

Employee Support

Hanmi continued to provide regular updates to our staff

throughout the pandemic, from notices regarding changing

regulations to wellness tips and employee engagement efforts.

For employees whose job functions allowed them to work

remotely, our IT department continued to roll out new devices

and enhanced our virtual private network (VPN) capabilities and

virtual meeting capabilities to allow our staff to securely access

our servers and work from their homes.

59%
Of our employees

worked remotely or

had the capability to

work remotely
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For employees who came into our physical locations, we continued our efforts to source and provide

personal protective equipment (masks and gloves), hand sanitizers, cleaning supplies to support our

cleaning protocol, floor signage to encourage social distancing, protective barriers, and allowed a casual

dress code. We also adjusted branch and lobby hours, as well as enhanced our ATM and digital

offerings, as well as recognizing our essential branch staff with special bonuses and meal stipends for

their continued efforts during the pandemic.

The Human Resources department, in conjunction with the COVID Taskforce, developed a self-

screening protocol and managed the Company’s contact-tracing, deep cleaning and self-quarantine

efforts. Hanmi employees also participated in two rounds of COVID vaccine attestations, showing that a

vast majority of our team members are fully vaccinated. Through these measures, we were able to

reduce potential exposure and minimized business interruptions. Hanmi worked with our employees to

ensure impacted staff had appropriate paid leave and reviewed flexible work arrangement requests.

Bank departments reviewed pandemic staffing needs on an individual basis and have implemented

appropriate responses, including rotating shifts and virtual check-in meetings.

Community Support

Hanmi has continued its support of local non-profit organizations at pre-pandemic levels. Our 2021

holiday giving campaign raised over $22,500 to support Feeding America, which has the impact of

securing and distributing at least 225,000 meals to people facing hunger. We also support non-profit

organizations in the local community, donating $350,000 to our partner organizations in 2021. In

February 2022, Hanmi made a long-term commitment of $7.5 million to a Community Reinvestment Act

fund, with an initial investment of $830,000.

Customer Support

While so much of the world seemed to close its doors, our Hanmi team immediately engaged to protect

the financial stability of our customers and communities by processing nearly 2,500 loan modification

requests and funding more than 4,400 PPP loans to help them navigate these uncertain times. We also

continued to make loans and to collaborate closely with our customers to support their business needs

and objectives.

$1.437B
for 2,500

Loan Modifications

$442M
for 4,400

PPP Loans

Hanmi continues to host financial literacy seminars both virtually and in person in areas that have

relaxed pandemic restrictions on social gatherings. Our financial literacy programs help community

members from elementary school age up. We are also collaborating with various community partners to

offer free tax assistance through the Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) program.

“Hanmi Bank and Koreatown Youth & Community Center formed the Koreatown Free Tax Preparation Collaborative

in 2007 to bring Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) program to Koreatown. The VITA program provides free

tax preparations to low income wage earners through recruiting, training and certifying volunteers to provide in-

language service that ensures our clients receive maximum tax refunds each year. Support from Hanmi has

supported KYCC to become the leading VITA service provider in Los Angeles, annually filing over 12,000 free tax

returns.”

- Rick Kim, Director of Community Economic Development at KYCC
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ENVIRONMENTAL

The Board recognizes that sustainability broadly encompasses corporate activities that enhance the

long-term value of the Company. While we have not experienced material losses due to climate change

to date, we understand that climate change may present certain risks to our business. We are

formulating processes for identifying, measuring and modeling the impact of climate-related risks to our

portfolio. We have also insured against and developed business continuity plans to address extreme

weather conditions affecting our physical locations. While these and other practices adopted by Hanmi

cannot negate all sustainability-related risks, we believe they can help mitigate the impacts and prevent

material climate-related losses. As we continue to work to understand the risks and develop our climate

response, we may include specific climate change considerations in our risk management protocol,

strategic planning, organizational goals and operational procedures.

Hanmi continues its efforts to mitigate our

environmental impact. Our Corporate Real Estate team

looks for opportunities to further environmentally

sustainable practices, including reducing our energy

consumption by replacing light fixtures and installing

motion sensors, using energy efficient technology and

appliances, and consolidating our physical footprint to

maximize efficiencies. In 2021, Hanmi Financial

Corporation moved its headquarters to the Wilshire

Grand Center, a LEED certified space furthering

environmentally sustainable practices in Downtown

Los Angeles.

In conjunction with the Employee Engagement team, Hanmi also provided all employees with Hanmi-

branded reusable tumblers to discourage the use of disposable cups in the office.
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GOVERNANCE

Our Board recognizes that companies addressing ESG factors can unlock new sources of value creation,

build risk resilience, and drive inclusive growth opportunities. Governance and management of

environmental and social impacts create long-term value for our stakeholders. While the Company is still

at an early stage in our ESG journey, our diverse Board understands that robust governance is key to

meeting our stakeholder expectations on this topic and achieving the right balance on near and long-

term value creation.

Hanmi Board of Directors. Standing (left to right): Thomas J. Williams,

Harry H. Chung, Christie K. Chu, Michael M. Yang, Gloria J. Lee, Scott R. Diehl,

Gideon Yu. Seated (left to right): John J. Ahn (Chairman), Bonnie Lee,

David L. Rosenblum (Vice Chairman).

While our Board as a whole is responsible for the sound operations of the Company, we have two

holding company committees focused on building our ESG-related corporate response.

Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee

The Board’s Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee (“NCG Committee”) has primary

oversight of our efforts to be a responsible corporate citizen in our communities. In order to address

opportunities and challenges arising from ESG matters, the NCG Committee created an ESG

Subcommittee to review such matters as they pertain to the Company and Bank. As noted in its charter,

the subcommittee is tasked with supporting the Company’s ongoing commitment to environmental

performance, health and safety, corporate social responsibility, corporate governance, sustainability, and

other public policy matters relevant to the Company. A cross-functional group of directors and

management is focused on developing, implementing and monitoring our ESG journey.

Hanmi is committed to sound corporate governance principles and maintains formal Corporate

Governance Guidelines and a Code of Business Conduct and Ethics for employees, executive officers

and directors. We believe that strong leadership is based on a foundation of integrity and ethics. All

employees and directors are required to review the Code of Business Conduct and Ethics and certify

compliance upon joining Hanmi and once every two years thereafter. Hanmi also has an Ethics Hotline

that allows for confidential reporting of any suspected concerns or improper conduct.
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The NCG Committee believes that the Board should encompass a broad range of talent, skill,

knowledge, experience, diversity and expertise enabling it to provide sound guidance with respect to

Hanmi’s operations and interests. We are proud to have a majority diverse Board with complementary

core competencies, including: broad experience in business, finance, accounting, risk management,

strategic planning, marketing or administration; familiarity with national and international business

matters; familiarity with the Company’s industry; and the ability to understand the Company’s business.

30%
Women

70%
Gender/Ethnic

Diversity

Risk, Compliance and Planning Committee

The Board’s Risk, Compliance and Planning Committee (“RCP Committee”) is responsible for the

governance of our Enterprise Risk Management (“ERM”) framework, including the strategies, policies,

procedures and systems established by management to identify, assess, measure and manage the

significant risks facing the Company. The RCP Committee goes through an extensive review of the

enterprise risk assessment on a quarterly basis with the guidance of the RCP Committee Chairperson

and the Bank’s Chief Risk Officer. As our ESG journey matures, we expect it will become a part of our

ERM framework.

Data Security

Preventing cybersecurity threats facing the global financial system is one of our top priorities. We have

allocated substantial resources and have partnered with leading technology companies to execute our

strategy to protect the Bank, our clients and vendors, and to continuously improve our security posture.

As a member of the Financial Services Information Sharing & Analysis Center, an intelligence-sharing

cooperative for the financial services sector, we participate in exercises to better understand and

protect the information we are entrusted with. Both the RCP Committee and the full Board are briefed

regularly on cybersecurity issues by the Bank’s Chief Information Security Officer (“CISO”) and Chief

Risk Officer (“CRO”). Our CISO reports to our CRO, which we believe is consistent with best practice.

Our cyber security program includes regular training and testing of our employees and also places

attention on managing third party vendor risk.

Stakeholder Engagement

Hanmi has an active shareholder outreach program. Since 2020, Hanmi’s Board and management has

reached out annually to our top 15 stockholders to discuss our executive compensation and governance

practices. In 2021, we reached out to stockholders representing approximately 63% of our outstanding

shares. In January 2022, we had a conversation with our largest institutional shareholder, during which

we engaged in a discussion regarding our CEO’s goal of long-term value creation and our ESG efforts.

Hanmi directors and executives are also active in the National Association of Corporate Directors Pacific

Southwest Chapter and the Western Bankers Association, participating in chapter leadership, business

roundtables and seminars.
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LOOKING FORWARD

As we celebrate Hanmi’s 40-year history, we are proud to highlight our accomplishments on behalf of our

customers and our communities. We will build upon our successes as we continue to grow into the

leading nationwide community bank. To achieve our mission, we recognize that more work is needed on

developing our ESG strategy to meet our stakeholder expectations for near and long-term value creation.

We are honored to be entrusted with your investment and business. Thank you for your continued trust

and support.
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Hanmi Financial Corporation

900 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1250

Los Angeles, CA 90017

(213) 382-2200

https://investors.hanmi.com/
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